
let's talk about  
how to do  
one day better

Many of your patients are passionate about sustainability and protecting our planet.  
You have an opportunity to show that you share those values and to increase their loyalty to your 
practice by talking to them about clariti® 1 day, the first net plastic neutral contact lens1. 

Here are some of the questions you're likely to hear and how you can respond. 

What is plastic neutrality?
It’s like carbon neutrality, but instead of carbon credits, it uses 
plastic credits. A company or brand is considered plastic  
neutral when it recovers and recycles the same amount of  
plastic it uses or produces².

How does it work? 
For every box of clariti® 1 day distributed in the United States 
since January 20212, CooperVision®, the makers of  
clariti® 1 day, has partnered with Plastic Bank®3 to collect  
and convert an equal amount3 of ocean-bound plastic through 
their global network. That includes everything that goes into 
your contacts—the lenses, blisters, cartons, and even the ink  
printed on the boxes!

How much of an impact am I making? 
Together, we're are making a huge difference. In the first three 
months of 2021 alone, clariti 1 day patients helped  
remove the equivalent of more than 5.5 million plastic 
bottles from the environment.

Who benefits?
Through CooperVision’s partnership with Plastic Bank®,  
we all win, including plastic waste collectors in coastal  
communities. They receive a premium for the materials 
they collect to help them provide for basic family necessities, 
such as groceries, school tuition, and health insurance.  

How else does clariti® 1 day support  
sustainability? 
clariti® 1 day is sustainably manufactured at a LEED  
Silver-certified facility in Costa Rica where more than 95%  
of the materials used in production are recycled—including  
almost 100% of the plastic generated. Plus, more than 95%  
of the plant’s electricity comes from  
renewable sources.4 



Can I recycle my clariti® 1 day contact lenses  
and/or packaging? 
The contact lens blisters from CooperVision are classified as  
a #5/PP plastic, a designation similar to yogurt cups and  
hummus containers, and can be recycled. CooperVision’s  
cartons are made from standard paperboard materials, which 
are classified as recyclable paper (#21PAP or #23 PAP,  
depending on location) in a typical household collection. In 
many cases, depending on local recycling/sanitation vendors, 
these can be included alongside other recyclable materials for 
regular pickup in ordinary bins. Make sure to ask your local gov-
ernment office and/or service contractor to ensure acceptance. 
One of the most important tenets of recycling is to keep similar 
materials together, which makes sorting easier and prevents 
cross-contamination. CooperVision recommends removing  
the foil from contact lens blisters and then placing the  
collected foils together in a small ball in the recycling stream, 
giving it a better opportunity to be sorted as part of a  
municipality’s process. And please do not place contact lenses  
in drainage systems. 

What if I wear a toric or a multifocal lens? 
You’re still making an impact. The net plastic neutrality initiative  
applies to the entire family of clariti® 1 day lenses, so with  
clariti® 1 day, you can make an impact no matter what  
your vision correction need is.

Plastic neutrality aside, why else should  
I wear clariti® 1 day? 
For a lot of reasons. They're made of silicone hydrogel,  
the healthiest contact lens material4, which allows more  
oxygen to your eye5. They’re 1-day contact lenses, so they’re 
convenient. And their everyday value6 makes it easy  
to transition into 1-day lenses. 
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good for your patients.  
good for your practice.  
good for our planet. 

Take the opportunity to discuss clariti® 1 day  
with your patients and show them how you can do  
one day better, together.


